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Abstract

Plant transcription factors (TFs) that interact with specific sequences via DNA-binding domains are crucial for regulating transcriptional initiation. These TFs are fundamental to plant development and environmental response. In addition, expansion of transcription factor families has allowed functional divergence of duplicate copies, which has contributed to novel, and in some cases adaptive, traits in plants. Thus, TFs are central to the generation of the diverse plant species that we see today. Major plant agronomic traits, including those relevant to domestication, have also frequently arisen through changes in TF coding sequence or expression patterns. Here our goal is to provide an overview of plant TF evolution by first comparing diversity of the DNA-binding domains and sizes of these domain families found in plants and other eukaryotes. Because plant TFs are among the most highly expanded gene families in plants, the birth and death process of TFs as well as the mechanisms contributing to their retention are discussed. We also provide recent examples of how TFs have contributed to novel traits that are important in plant evolution and in agriculture.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview of transcriptional regulation

Transcriptional regulation of gene expression, i.e. the control of the amount of RNA transcribed from DNA, is complex and requires multiple regulators acting at various stages of transcription [1,2]. The proteins involved in plant transcription have recently been reviewed [3], and here we provide a brief overview of the stages and regulators of transcription. During transcription initiation, binding of RNA polymerase (Pol) requires both general and specific transcription factors as well as chromatin remodeling complexes modulating DNA accessibility (Figure 1). In plants, there are multiple RNA polymerases. Protein coding and some noncoding RNA genes are transcribed by RNA Pol II, rRNA is transcribed by RNA Pol I, and tRNAs/5S rRNA is transcribed by Pol III. Pol IV and Pol V, which are derived from Pol II but evolved a specific role in gene silencing [4,5], small interfering and a subset of long noncoding RNAs, respectively [6]. In this review we focus specifically on specific DNA-binding transcription factors that regulate RNA Pol II transcription.

Whether or not a DNA sequence is transcribed first depends on the accessibility of the DNA to the RNA Pol II initiation complex [7]. DNA exists as complex with histone proteins, called chromatin. The basic unit of chromatin is a nucleosome, which is ~150 bp of DNA sequence wrapped around a histone octamer. The modulations of the spacing of nucleosomes and higher order chromatin structure is an important regulatory mechanism that is required for developmental switches, and many transcriptional regulators exert their effects on transcription via recruitment and interactions with chromatin-associated proteins [8]. Accessibility can be controlled by post-translational modifications of both DNA and histone proteins. For example, transcriptional silencing, which is crucial for the correct progression of developmental transitions [9], is associated with the methylation of DNA and histone 3 at lysine 9 (H3K9) [10]. Additional modifications of histone proteins by histone-modifying enzymes and the composition of histone variants in each octamer also affect chromatin accessibility and the spacing of nucleosomes [11]. Chromatin structure can also be altered by the recruitment of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes to precise genomic regions by specific DNA-binding transcription factors [12], transcriptional coregulators [13], proteins that bind methylated DNA [14], and noncoding RNAs [15,16]. In addition to local changes in chromatin structure, higher order genome organization is being increasingly recognized as an important mechanism for regulating gene transcription [17].

After transcriptional initiation, elongation of transcript ensures that is also subject to regulation, and recent work suggests that initiation and elongation rate may be coordinately regulated by chromatin state in plants [18]. Several plant transcript elongation factors have been identified (for a recent review see [1]) and include proteins that modulate RNA Pol II activity, histone chaperones and ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes that allow the procession of the polymerase through nucleosomes, and histone modification complexes that modulate DNA accessibility. The final step of transcription, transcriptional termination, is tightly coupled with mRNA 3’end processing in eukaryotes [19]. Not much is known about the factors involved in plant transcriptional termination, but there is evidence that the type of terminator impacts the level of transcript produced [20].
Furthermore, as seen in other eukaryotes, alternative polyadenylation signals are present in plants [21]. Use of alternative termination sites can lead to the production of multiple mRNAs with different functions as well as prevent the accumulation of aberrant transcripts [22].

1.2. Specific DNA-binding transcription factors

A large number of proteins and RNAs act as transcriptional regulators in one or more stages of transcription. In this review we focus on the characteristics of specific DNA-binding transcription factors (referred to as TFs from this point on), which are proteins with documented DNA-binding domains (DBDs) that bind to specific, short DNA sequences [23,24]. Note that this definition excludes transcriptional coregulators that do not directly bind DNA and general transcription factors that are associated with Pol II and regulate most genes non-specifically (Figure 1). By binding to specific target sites, which may be adjacent to or far away from the target gene, TFs regulate gene expression, either positively or negatively, by influencing transcriptional initiation. TFs can enhance or inhibit the recruitment of the RNA polymerase II complex to the core promoter through direct interactions with the complex and/or through indirect interactions with coregulators [25]. TFs can also direct chromatin modifying complexes to specific locations to control the accessibility of the RNA polymerase II complex to DNA [26].

Because TFs regulate the transcription of genes involved in all cellular functions, they significantly impact developmental processes, physiological functions, and ultimately the evolutionary trajectories of plant species. For example, TFs can act as major regulatory network hubs; therefore, changes in TF expression can dramatically affect the expression of a large number of downstream genes [27]. These downstream genes in turn initiate developmental programs that influence morphological features [28]. The crucial roles of TFs in specifying plant morphology are best illustrated by the classical discovery that gains and losses of MADS (MCM1/AGAMOUS/DEFICIENS/SRF)-box TFs lead to homeotic transformations in plants [29]. Because plants are sessile organisms, a robust response system for perceiving and responding to environmental challenges is especially important. TFs play a crucial role in environmental response by regulating stress-responsive transcription [30–33]. TFs also modulate the transcription of genes underlying other physiological processes in response to environmental cues such as circadian rhythms [34,35], flowering [36], and fruit maturation [37]. Finally, TFs control the transcription of metabolic enzyme-encoding genes, e.g. genes involved in xylem development and secondary cell wall biosynthesis [38,39], and impact plant cellular metabolism.

The influence of TFs on essentially all aspects of plant development and physiology make them central components of a genetic toolkit contributing to plant morphological and developmental evolution [40]. The importance of TFs in plant evolution and the complexity of TF regulatory networks is illustrated by the large number of TFs in sequenced plant genomes, with average numbers ranging from 1,500 to 2,000 [41–45]. Moreover, these TFs are diverse and can be classified into >50 families based on their characteristic DBDs [44,46–48]. The large number of TFs is due to a higher gene duplication rate in plants in general [49,50] and the higher retention rate of TF duplicates in flowering plants specifically [51–54]. This repeated, on-going process of TF duplication and retention has contributed to new, and in some cases adaptive, functions that have fueled innovation over the course of plant evolution.

An evolutionary understanding of TF diversity and functional divergence is important not only for improving our knowledge of plant TF functions but also for revealing their contributions to plant diversity and adaptation. This knowledge can also be applied to crop species to improve yield
and stress tolerance. The evolution of specific TF families has been studied extensively, e.g. APETALA2/Ethylene Response Factor (AP2/ERF) [55,56], MADS-box [57,58], and MYB [59–61]. In addition, there are a number of excellent reviews discussing plant TF evolution (e.g. [62–68]). In this review, our goal is to provide an overview of the evolution of plant TF families with a focus on the following three areas. First, we outline which plant TF families (defined based on DBDs) are shared with other eukaryotic species and which ones are plant-specific. Second, we discuss the evolutionary features of plant TFs, including their expansion history and the factors that have contributed to TF duplication and retention. Finally, we survey examples illustrating how TFs have contributed to evolutionary novelties that impact plant development, environmental response, and domestication.

2. Diversity and conservation of TF families

2.1. Plant TF classification scheme

Plant TFs have previously been classified into families and compared across species [46–48,69–71]. In this review, TF is defined as a protein with a DBD that binds to specific, short sequences and modifies the expression of genes by interacting with the polymerase machinery and/or affecting the accessibility of DNA. Based on this criterion, the existing collections cited above, as well as a recent study comparing eukaryotic transcriptional regulators [44], we classified TF families based on the presence of Pfam [72] protein domains with documented DNA binding activity associated with transcriptional regulation. Note that this approach is taken to enable comparisons of TF family size across species and not to develop a new classification of TFs. For detailed classification information, we refer the readers to excellent plant TF databases (e.g. [46–48]).

Here we present a general overview of TF families that are: (1) common among multiple eukaryotic lineages, (2) shared between Viridiplantae species (green algae and/or land plants) and one or two major groups of eukaryotes, (3) specific to Viridiplantae, (4) specific to land plants, or (5) conspicuously absent from plants (Figure 2). The number of proteins in each DBD family is obtained from pre-computing data in the Pfam database (v.29.0). There are two major challenges in comparing DBD content across species. The first is that genome assembly and annotation quality is expected to vary widely among species. The second challenge is that some DBDs are only present in one or very few species in a major eukaryotic group (e.g. Viridiplantae) and frequently are only represented by one protein. This pattern can be authentic and may have arisen by horizontal gene transfer or, much less likely, parallel losses in multiple lineages. But genomes are frequently contaminated unintentionally or due to the presence of endophytic species. Thus a domain family is only considered to be present in a major group if >20% of the species possess the domain in question. Although this scheme will lead to false negatives, we intend to err on the side of correctly calling the presence of a DBD family in a major lineage than the other way around.

2.2 TF families that are shared between major eukaryotic lineages

Out of 99 TF DBD families, 36 are present in all or most major eukaryotic lineages (referred to as common families, Figure 2), indicating that these TF families were likely established prior to the divergence of these lineages and may have similar biochemical functions that have been conserved for over a billion years [73]. In eukaryotes, the presence of a nuclear membrane allows cytosolic functions to be separated from genomic activities, including transcriptional regulation. Coincidentally,
these common TF families are absent in prokaryotes [44], suggesting that this partitioning may have created an environment that allowed subsequent radiation of TF families. Because early eukaryotes were unicellular organisms, many common TF family members are expected to play regulatory roles in cellular processes fundamental to unicellular life history. Consistent with this expectation, Myb [74], E2F [75] and basic Helix-Loop-Helix (bHLH, [76]) family members regulate cell proliferation, and AT-rich Interaction domain (ARID, [77]), Core-Binding Factor, Beta subunit (CBFB)/Nuclear transcription Factor-Y (NF-Y, [78,79]), and bHLH [80] members are involved in cell cycle control. RWP-RK members are found in the Viridiplantae, red algae, and a few other eukaryotic groups (Figure 2). Members of the RWP-RK family have a deeply conserved role in regulating the gametophyte to sporophyte transition across land plants [81,82], and an RWP-RK TF is involved in gamete specification in C. reinhardtii [83,84].

Another unique feature of eukaryotes is the presence of chromatin and nucleosome structure [85,86]. As expected, multiple common TF families whose members are important for remodeling chromatin structures, including HMG-box [87,88], YL1 [89], ARID [77], CBFB/NF-Y [90,91], and GATA [92] are absent from prokaryotes. Although these common families are well characterized in other model system, plant members of some common families are yet to be studied experimentally. One example is YL1, which has no published study regarding its function in plants.

Regardless of complexity, both unicellular and multicellular organisms must be able to perceive biotic and abiotic signals from the environment. The regulation of genes in response to communication between individual cells and subsequent signaling cascades is enabled by common TFs such as Homeobox [93] and MADS-box [28]. In addition, Heat Shock Factor (HSF, [94]) and Zinc finger (Zf, [95]) TFs are important regulatory components of cellular stress response, and bZIP family members are important for the endoplasmic reticulum stress response [96]. Although TF families that are found in most eukaryotes are expected to be important for cellular functions, they have often gained novel regulatory roles. For example, cell fate determination, cellular differentiation, and/or multiple stages of multicellular eukaryotic development are regulated by several common TF families including Myb [97], bHLH [76], bZIP [98], ARID [77], and C2H2 Zf [95]. Myb [74] and CBFB/NF-Y [99] also regulate apoptosis and cell senescence. In some cases, common TF families are not involved in the same developmental processes across eukaryotes and instead participate in organism-specific developmental and physiological processes. For example, members of the CG-1 family are involved in sensory mechanisms, embryo development, and growth control in animals but stress tolerance and auxin-dependent development in plants [100]. These common TF families are also involved in many aspects of plant-specific functions that will be discussed in section 3.

2.3. Viridiplantae TF families shared with a limited number of other eukaryotes

Six plant TF families are shared with only a few other eukaryotic lineages. One example is the SAND (Sp100, AIRE-1, NucP41/75, DEAF-1) domain family that is found in land plants and green algae but in no other eukaryotic lineage except for metazoans (Figure 2). SAND domain proteins are involved in chromatin-dependent transcriptional regulation [101] and transcription elongation [102]. In plants, the SAND domain-containing protein ULTRAPETALA1 is part of the trithorax group protein complex that removes the repressive Polycomb complex [103]. Plant SAND proteins have diverse roles in regulating inflorescence and floral meristem size [104], floral meristem determinacy [105], gynoecium development [106], and apocarotenoid biosynthesis [107]. As discussed below, like most other lineage limited TF families, the origin of the SAND domain remains unclear.
Other examples of plant TF families shared with few other eukaryotes include YABBY, WRKY, Whirly and AP2/ERF (Figure 2). Although their functions in plant development and environmental response are well established, with the notable exception of AP2/ERF genes in alveolates [108], it remains unclear what biological processes members of these gene families regulate in other eukaryotes. Plant YABBY family members regulate multiple aspects of plant development [109–112], seed shattering [113], and plant hormone gibberellin biosynthesis [114]. WRKY TFs regulate defense responses against pathogens, leaf senescence, trichome development, and biosynthesis of specialized metabolites [115]. Whirly family members are required for plastid genome stability [116,117], chloroplast biogenesis [118], telomere length homeostasis [119], disease resistance [120], and leaf senescence [121]. Plant AP2/ERF TFs are involved in a myriad of developmental processes, regulation of primary and specialized metabolism, and biotic and abiotic stress responses [122]. In alveolates, which include the malaria parasite *Plasmodium*, AP2/ERF members are involved in processes that not apparently related to their plant homologs including stage-specific gene activation [123], heterochromatin formation, genome integrity [124] and parasite growth [125].

The fact that these TF families are shared among few non-plant eukaryotes raises interesting questions about their origin and the reason(s) underlying their limited distribution. In some cases, the origin of a TF domain can be hypothesized based on its structural similarity to a protein domain that has a broader taxa distribution. An example is the YABBY domain, which has a characteristic tandem helical structure with an intervening loop. This structure is similar to the bHLH domain [126], which is found in essentially all eukaryotes. Thus, the YABBY domain may be a divergent version of the bHLH domain, but the possibility of convergent evolution cannot be ruled out. In other cases, DBDs are similar to existing domains that do not appear to be involved in DNA binding. The SAND and the WRKY domains belong to the general alpha and beta protein and the small protein classes in the Superfamily database, respectively. But in both cases it remains unclear which protein domain is ancestral. TF domains may also be completely novel. An example is the Whirly domain, whose quaternary structure has a whirligig appearance that is not found in any known protein [127].

The reason for the limited distribution of some TF families is also not clear. However, there is speculation that horizontal gene transfer may explain this pattern for some families. The distribution of WRKY is highly restricted, with family members only found in plants, three fungal species, four slime mold species (Amoebozoa), and *Giardia* (Fornicata) (Figure 2). It has been suggested that this restricted distribution may be due to horizontal gene transfer to non-plants [128]. AP2/ERF has a similarly restricted distribution in non-plant species as WRKY. In addition to a few other eukaryotes, AP2/ERF homologs are present in bacteria, although only in 44 of 1,609 bacterial species with pre-computed data in Pfam. One trivial explanation is contamination of plant materials in the bacterial samples that were sequenced. But this is unlikely because the bacterial species with AP2/ERFs have no apparent affiliation with plants (except *Agrobacterium vitis*, which has two AP2/ERF genes), and no other plant TF is found in these bacteria. Alternatively, mobile DNA elements may have contributed to horizontal transfer of AP2 from bacteria or ciliates to plants [129].

### 2.4. Plant-specific TF families

There are 21 plant-specific TF families, and of these five families are present in both land plant and green algal lineages (Viridiplantae, Figure 2) and the rest are present only in land plants (Land plant, Figure 2). The B3 domain was originally identified in the maize transcriptional activator Viviparous 1 [130]. Several other members of this family have been characterized including, ABA
INSENSITIVE 3 (ABI3), LEAFY COTYLEDON2 (LEC2), and FUSCA3, which like Vp1 are involved in seed development, auxin response factors (ARFs), which bind to a DNA element upstream of auxin-responsive genes, and RAV (Related to ABI3/Vp1) [131]. RAV TFs are unique because they also contain an AP2 domain and bind to bipartite recognition sequences [132]. ARF TFs also contain a second land plant-specific Auxin_resp domain [133]. The Dof (DNA-binding with one finger) domain is a variant of the C2C2-type zinc finger and is capable of binding to DNA and interacting with other proteins [134–136]. PLATZ (PLant AT-rich sequence and Zinc-binding) proteins are a class of zinc-dependent DNA-binding proteins [137]. SBP (SQUAMOSA promoter Binding Protein) TFs were first isolated as regulators of the SQUAMOSA gene in Antirrhinum majus [138]. The WRC (Trp/Arg/Cys) domain contains a zinc-finger motif as well as a nuclear localization signal and was first studied in rice [139]. Regarding the 16 land-plant specific TF domain families, in some cases the DBD used to define TF families (Figure 2) differs from the published TF family name. GeBP (GLABROUS1 enhancer-binding protein, [140]) TFs contain a DUF573 domain, HD-ZIP (Homeodomain–leucine zipper, [141]) TFs contain a HALZ (Homeobox associated leucine zipper) domain, LBD (LOB Domain, [142]) TFs contain DUF260 domain, and SRS (SHI RELATED SEQUENCE, [143]) TFs contain a DUF702 domain. The PlantTFDB has a detailed table listing the TF families and their corresponding DBDs [48].

Members of plant-specific TF families have been investigated in land plants via biochemical and genetic approaches. Although the five families shared between land plants and green algae likely regulate similar biological processes, unfortunately the functions of green algal members in four families (B3, PLATZ, WRC, and Dof) have not yet been elucidated. The only family with known functions in both land plants and green algae is SBP. In green algae, the SBP protein Copper Response Regulator 1 is required for regulating copper sensing pathway genes [144,145]. Similarly, in A. thaliana, the SBP-like 7 gene is important for copper deficiency response [144]. Thus, the function of SBP in the regulation of metal ion homeostasis may be ancestral.

Plant-specific TF families play key roles in the regulation of all stages of plant developmental processes, signaling pathways, stress responses, and biosynthesis of bioactive metabolites that, in some cases, may be crucial for plant adaptation to terrestrial environments [43]. Early developmental processes including seed development, maturation, and germination are regulated by B3, Dof and TCP proteins [146–148]. Lateral organ growth, leaf development and senescence are also controlled by B3, Dof, and TCP (TB1 CYC PCF) as well as LBD, SBP and NAC (NAM, ATAF1,2 CUC2) proteins [146–151]. Maintenance of meristems and regulation of vegetative development are partly controlled by NAC, GRAS (GAI RGA SCR), GeBP, and HD-ZIP proteins [140,141,150,152]. At a later stage, floral development is regulated by members of the B3, SBP, TCP, NAC and LFY (LEAFY) families [146,147,150,153,154] and ovule development is regulated partly by NZZ/SPL family [155]. In addition to development, B3, Dof, SBP, TCP, NAC, EIN3 (ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE3), GRAS, HD-ZIP, GeBP, and BES1 (BRI1-EMS-Suppressor 1) proteins are important regulators in multiple hormonal signaling pathways, including auxin, abscisic acid, cytokinin, brassinosteroid, phytochrome, gibberellin, salicylic acid, and ethylene [140,141,146–148,150,152,156–158] as well as nodulation [159]. Aside from internal signals such as hormones, SBP, TCP, NAC and GRAS proteins are important for regulating environmental responses to, for example, abiotic stress conditions, pathogens, copper and blue light [146,150,156,160]. Dof and TCP proteins are also involved in biosynthesis of bioactive metabolites, including glucosinolates, brassinosteroids, jasmonic acid and flavonoids [146,148].

How did plant-specific TFs originate? They could have arisen de novo, from existing protein domains without roles in DNA binding, or from other TF families. It is unclear if any TF is formed de
novo, but there is ample evidence suggesting that some plant-specific TF DBDs may have originated from homing endonucleases and other TF families. For example, the B3 domain is thought to have originated from restriction endonucleases because the structure of the B3 domain is highly similar to those of the noncatalytic DBDs of EcoRII and BfiI [43]. The NAC domain was likely derived from the WRKY domain during the evolution of land plants [43]. In turn, the WRKY domain may be derived from the ββα-metal catalytic domain of homing endonucleases (this is also likely the case for C2H2 Zfs, [43]). The SBP domain may have originated from the fusion between a C2H2 Zf and a Zn ribbon, which is a domain found in I-PpoI endonucleases [43]. Plant specific TFs may also be derived from other bacterial protein families. For example, the GRAS domain may have originally emerged in bacteria and is structurally similar to the Rossmann fold of the methyltransferase superfamily [161]. These examples show that some Viridiplantae and land plant-specific TFs have arisen from existing domains. There are two potential explanations for their absence in other eukaryotes. The first is that some these plant-specific families may be established prior to the divergence of major eukaryotic lineages and, over time, evidence for homology is erased due to sequence divergence. The second explanation is that plants have acquired some of the domains, particularly those related to endonucleases, from prokaryotes through horizontal gene transfer.

2.5. TF families that are absent from plants

Some TF families that are found in one or more eukaryotic lineages are absent from plants (plant absent, Figure 2). This may be due to loss in the plant lineage, but in some cases absence in plants is simply due to the fact that homologous DBDs are classified into related domain families that are taxa-specific. One example is the Maf TF family, which is found mainly in metazoans and Amoebozoa (bZIP_Maf, Figure 2). Maf TFs contain a variant of the basic leucine ZIPper (bZIP) domain that allows binding to longer DNA sequences [162]. This domain is likely a modified version of an ancestral bZIP domain. Considering that bZIP is present in plants (Figure 2), bZIP_Maf likely arose specifically in the lineage leading to amoebozoans and metazoans.

In other cases, the domain families that are absent in plants likely arose after the divergence of non-plant and plant lineages via generation of represent novel proteins or co-options of existing non-TF protein domains in non-plant lineages. For example, the Fork Head (also called Winged Helix) TFs are shared by animal, fungi and other non-plant organisms (Fork_head, Figure 2). The Fork Head domain may be related to the more ancient catabolite gene activator protein family of helix-turn-helix proteins [163]. In animals, Fork Head TFs are involved in cell fate decisions during embryogenesis [164] as well as the regulation of metabolism, cellular proliferation, stress tolerance and potentially lifespan [165]. In fungi, Fork Head TFs regulate processes relevant to adaptation to the environment, biotic interactions, cell cycle and cellular events [166]. Another example of a TF family not found in plants is the metazoan-specific Ets DBD, which is structurally related to the fork head domain. Ets family members are involved in cell growth, apoptosis, cellular lineage development and differentiation, and tumor malignancy [167]. The Copper Fist family, which is specific to fungi, is involved in copper sensing and utilization [168]. The copper fist is structurally similar to metal binding proteins, metallothioneins [169]. Thus, the Copper Fist is likely derived from co-option of an ancestral metallothionein, which lead to novel functions in transcriptional regulation. There are many other examples of TF families that are absent in plants. Considering these TF families specific to other eukaryotes and those specific to plants, they illustrate that new, lineage-specific TFs have been generated, in most cases with unknown mechanisms, independently over the course of eukaryotic evolution.
3. Pattern of plant TF evolution

3.1. Variation in TF family size among plant species

The number of TFs varies greatly between plant species, from only 151 in *Ostreococcus tauri* to >4,000 in *Glycine max* (Figure 3A,B,C). This variation in TF number is highly correlated with the total number of genes in each species ($R^2 = 0.768$) as well as with the presence of recent paleopolyploidization event(s) in the lineage ($R^2 = 0.611$ when excluding the relatively ancient events indicated by arrowheads, Figure 3D). Angiosperms, which as a whole have undergone at least two paleopolyploidization events [170], have ~2,100 more TFs than non-angiosperm plant species (ANOVA, $p$-value = 3.30e-11). Additionally, within angiosperms, there are significantly more TFs (1,106 more on average, $p$-value = 3.52e-05) in species with lineage-specific whole genome duplication (WGD) events (e.g. the duplication event in the lineage to maize). Angiosperms with more ancient WGD events (e.g. two rounds of duplication in the lineage leading to Brassicaceae species) have ~350 more TFs, but this value is not significant (Figure 3B,C,D). Consistent with earlier findings that WGD events contributed to the expansion of TF families more significantly than to the expansion of most other families [51,52], angiosperm TFs account for significantly more gene content (~3.7%, $p$-value = 3.11e-09) than non-angiosperm TFs.

Individual TF families show substantial variation in copy number across species. Some TF families, such as Myb, HLH, and AP2/ERF are found in all major land plant and chlorophyte lineages and have 213, 137, and 165 copies on average in angiosperm genomes, respectively, but only 24, 4, and 11 copies on average in chlorophytes (Figure 3). Conversely, the E2F/TDP and CG-1 families are present in low numbers in all plant species examined (Figure 3). Considering the lower number of TFs in chlorophyte green algae, the large variation in TF family sizes across families and species in land plants is evidence that differential expansion of TF families has occurred. For example, the MADS-box (SRF-TF domain) family has only one copy in nearly all chlorophyte species examined. Moderate expansion of MADS-box took place in early land plant lineages (18 and 24 copies in *Selaginella moellendorffii* and *Physcomitrella patens*, respectively). The average number of MADS-box genes is 98 in angiosperms, suggesting further expansion in vascular plants (Figure 3). The WRKY family follows a similar pattern [171]. In contrast, the AP2/ERF family has highly expanded in both *A. thaliana* and *P. patens* [171], in comparison to green algae (Figure 3), indicating that the major expansion of the AP2/ERF family had already taken place prior to the divergence of major land plant lineages ~400-500 million years ago (MYA) [172,173]. Alternatively, the expansion could have been lineage-specific. However this seems unlikely given the similar distribution of genes amongst AP2/ERF subfamilies in *A. thaliana*, rice, and cucumber [174]. Differential expansion is also evident when comparing more closely related lineages. For example, the NAC family has undergone greater expansion in dicots compared to monocots [175]. On the other hand, the WRKY family tends to be larger among monocots (98 on average) compared to dicots (84 on average). The variation in TF family size amongst angiosperms is highly correlated with their history of WGD (Figure 3D). Nonetheless, there exists substantial variation in TF family size that cannot be fully explained by WGD alone. This variation is a consequence of differences in the rate of gene duplication and gene death. In addition, expansion of gene families can also be due to duplicate retention after acquisition of novel functions that confer an evolutionary advantage. In the following sections, the mechanisms that contribute to TF duplication and duplicate retention are discussed.
3.2. Mechanisms of TF duplication

Duplication of genes can occur through a variety of mechanisms, including WGD [176,177], tandem duplication [178], transposon mediated duplication [179], and retroduplication [180,181]. However, these mechanisms do not contribute equally to the duplication of genes as a whole [177,182], and it is expected that they contribute differently to TF duplication as well. WGD is prevalent in plants species [183], and WGD duplicates make up the majority of duplicated genes. As a consequence, in A. thaliana for example, there are more than twice as many WGD duplicate genes [177] than there are tandemly duplicated genes [182]. Given that WGD involves the entire genome, all genes have an equal chance of being duplicated. Nonetheless, in A. thaliana, TF WGD duplicates tend to be retained at a higher rate compared to other types of genes [51]. WGD is the underlying cause of ~90% of the inferred expansion of TFs over the last 350 MY [184]. The enrichment of TF WGD duplicates has been observed in other species as well, including poplar, rice, soybean, maize, and sorghum [54].

In contrast, TFs were not enriched among tandem duplicates in A. thaliana [185]. Although tandem duplication does not contribute as prominently to the duplicate gene repertoire in plants, a substantial number of TF duplicates are derived from tandem duplication [186]. For example, 35% of Myb TFs in poplar are tandemly duplicated [187]. Retroduplicates are less common than tandem duplicates [182]. For example, there are only 46 duplicates associated with Pack-MULE transposons in A. thaliana [188], although transposon-related duplicates are more common in other species [179,188,189]. Three partial TF sequences are also found in association with Helitrons in maize [189]. Duplication does not necessarily mean the duplicates will survive and contribute to expansion of families [184,185,190]. Thus, it is interesting that TFs in particular are highly enriched among retained WGD duplicates [51,52]. We next discuss the mechanisms underlying TF duplicate retention and loss.

3.3. TF duplicate retention and lost

Although there are abundant duplicate genes in plant genomes, not all duplicates will be retained. In fact, the predominant fate of duplicate genes is loss [184,185]. Loss of duplicates may include full deletion of the gene or pseudogenization through loss of function mutations. Thousands of pseudogenes have been identified in plant genomes [191,192]; however, TFs tend to be underrepresented pseudogenes compared to other functional classes [191]. This is in spite of the fact that the size of some TF families is large, and gene family size is generally positively correlated with the number of pseudogenes [185]. The lack of TF pseudogenes, could be related to the fact that TFs are not enriched in tandem duplicates, and tandem genes tend to be enriched for pseudogenes [185]. In any case, these findings indicate that TF duplicates tend to be intact when they are kept, particularly if they were duplicated by WGD.

Because TF duplicates tend not to have pseudogenes, this implies that TFs tend to be either wholly lost or retained after duplication. The retention rate of TF duplicates from the most recent WGD in the A. thaliana lineage is 22-25%, which is higher than the genome wide average of 14-16% [51,52]. Additionally, a comparison of orthologous groups between A. thaliana and rice reveals that TF families have expanded more in a lineage-specific fashion relative to other functional groups [53] and that not all domains within the same TF family expand at the same rate [193]. What factors may contribute to this increased rate of retention? Efforts in modeling duplication retention have led to the findings that sequence conservation and protein domains/interactions are important in distinguishing retained duplicates from singletons [54,194]. Another important factor in duplicate retention is the
function of the gene [51,52,194]. Thus, the high rate of retention for TFs may be largely attributed to their biochemical and biological functions.

TFs are important regulators of gene expression, and a large body of experimental studies has firmly established the relevance of TFs in all aspects of plant life. Given their importance, one may suggest that duplicate TFs are selected to be retained to buffer the effect of losing one copy, much like redundant parts in an engineered system [195,196]. In this context, loss of a TF duplicate will not have any fitness consequence. One type of evidence cited to support this notion is the overlapping expression/function of TF duplicates [197,198]. But this overlap could also be due to insufficient time for divergence. Another piece of evidence that duplicate genes buffer deleterious mutations is the finding in A. thaliana that phenotypic effects when one copy of a duplicated pair is disrupted are significantly smaller compared to those observed when a singleton gene is disrupted [199]. The issue is that the absence of a phenotype does not conclusively demonstrate the lack of a fitness effect. In addition, it is unclear how future loss of function could be selected for based on present redundancy. It is also unlikely that selection could preserve perfectly identical genes without some level of differentiation [200]. An alternative explanation for the retention of duplicates with seemingly identical functions is that there has been insufficient time for mutations to accumulate. Another possibility is because duplicate TFs are selected to be retained.

TF duplicate retention via selection can result when one duplicate obtains a novel adaptive function post-duplication (neofunctionalization, Figure 4) or because the increased dosage from two copies is itself adaptive [201]. Neofunctionalization of TF duplicates has contributed, for example, to the evolution of floral structures [202–205] vegetative organs [206], and to the delay of flowering time in cereal crops [207]. Alternatively, duplication can be adaptive by allowing partitioning of conflicting ancestral sub-functions into different duplicates. This process, known as Escape from Adaptive Conflict, allows each sub-function to be independently improved [208,209]. However, the few confirmed examples in plants do not include TFs [209–211].

Duplicates can also be subjected to selection and retained for non-adaptive reasons. TF duplicates can be retained due to subfunctionalization where ancestral sub-functions are partitioned between the duplicates [212]. If all sub-functions are required for optimal fitness, then both copies will be kept. Subfunctionalization has likely occurred in TFs regulating floral development [198,202]. However, a global study of plant TF subfunctionalization is not available. Another possibility is gene (dosage) balance [213–216], which stipulates that simultaneous duplication of genes whose products are interacting are likely to be retained because of the need to maintain the stoichiometry, or balance, between interactors. The involvement of gene balance in TF retention is supported by analyses of protein-protein interaction data from non-plant species and theoretical models [217,218]. It should be noted that, if an ancestral TF has a large number of target genes, its duplicates are also predicted to be retained at higher rate under the gene balance hypothesis. This notion is supported by a study of grass WGD duplicates where duplicate retention was shown to be influenced by dose-sensitive protein-DNA interactions [219]. One of the main challenges in our understanding of TF evolution is to determine the relative contributions of the different retention mechanisms. This is mainly due to the relative paucity of plant TF-TF and TF-target interaction data compared to other model systems.

### 3.4. Functional divergence between TF duplicates

Although duplicate TFs may have similar functions (especially immediately following a duplication event), the functions of duplicates are expected to diverge over time. Retained duplicate TFs may have divergent regulatory functions due to differences in expression profiles, binding sites,
binding site affinities, and/or their interacting partners. After duplication, plant paralogous genes in general have been shown to diverge in their gene expression levels and patterns [220,221]. Significant divergence in TF duplicate expression has been noted in A. thaliana tomato, barley, orchid and poppy [198,202,222–224]. One apparent factor in determining expression divergence is the timing of duplication - more recent duplicates are expected to have more similar expression patterns. Although the correlation between a proxy for duplication time (synonymous substitution rate) and expression similarity is significant, the correlation is exceedingly weak [225], indicating that expression divergence is not simply due to the accumulation of neutral mutations. If expression divergence is random, each duplicate copy should be expressed in a similar number of tissues/conditions. In contrast, plant duplicates, including TFs, are characterized by divergent, asymmetric patterns of expression [220,226], where one duplicate tends to have a significantly higher level and broader range of expression than the other. This time dependent, asymmetric expression divergence can be due to retention of distinct ancestral expression states between duplicates [212]subfunctionalization, [212] and/or gain of novel functions with a net beneficial effect on fitness (neofunctionalization [201] and/or EAC [209]).

Although TF duplicates can have diverged expression levels and patterns, the expression patterns of paralogous TFs are in fact more similar than other genes duplicated at the similar time. In A. thaliana TF duplicates have a higher degree of expression similarity during root development than other duplicates [227]. This higher than expected expression similarity is what would be expected if the retention of duplicate TFs is due to gene balance [213,215,216]. Under gene balance, duplicates TF would be expected to be selected to retain similar levels and patterns of expression, which likely explains the expression similarity and the long term retention of DEFICIENS (DEF/AP3) and GLOBOSA/PISTILLATA (GLO/PI) duplicates that are paralogous and function as floral organ identity B function genes [228]. The severity of homeotic transformation in floral organs is correlated with the number of inactive GLO1 and GLO2 alleles in F2 hybrids of mutant petunia [229]. Multimerization of AP3-PI is required for nuclear localization [230], and loss of one GLO1 copy (a PI ortholog) would affect the stoichiometry with DEF/GLO complexes. This example highlights the potential importance of gene balance to TF retention. Nonetheless, this example is anecdotal, and we currently do not have a good estimate of the quantitative contribution of gene balance genome wide. Other mechanisms in addition to gene balance likely contribute to TF duplicate retention. For example, although the AP3-PI duplicate pair serves as one of the best examples of gene balance, in species where multiple copies of AP3 and PI exist, preference for interactions between AP3 duplicates and PI duplicates has also been documented [231]. That is, an AP3 duplicate has preferential interaction with one of the PI duplicates. How can this diversification in interaction partners be reconciled with the importance of gene balance? It has been suggested that the apparent preferential interactions between duplicates represents specialization of duplicated complexes [228]. Because each complex consists of a specific AP3 and PI combination, the stoichiometry is maintained. In addition, this specialization can have adaptive consequence considering that, based on mathematical models, more specialized heterodimers are robust to perturbation [232].

Another mechanism for duplicate TF divergence is changes in binding site preference that lead to regulation of different target genes. For example, Pseudo-response Regulators (PPRs), which are important regulators of circadian rhythms, have overlapping but distinct binding sites in A. thaliana [233]. These PPRs share <50% of their target sites. TF duplicates can also differ significantly in their binding affinities. For example, two AP2 TF duplicates, DDF1 and DDF2, that arose from the most recent WGD in the A. thaliana lineage ~40-50 MYA, have nearly identical high affinity binding sequences, but one duplicate, DDF1, has much higher binding affinity than its
paralog, DDF2 [224]. Although duplicate TFs tend to have different target genes (e.g. [233]), most have highly similar binding motifs [234]. Therefore, the large difference in their target genes can be attributed to affinity differences to the same motifs, divergent expression patterns, and/or other co-regulators. Another consideration is that duplicated genes tend differ greatly in the number and type of cis-regulatory elements [235]. This divergence in regulatory interactions, i.e. protein-protein and protein-DNA interaction partners between paralogous TFs, indicates that the selection to maintain duplicate TF expression patterns and regulatory targets to maintain gene balance is perhaps relatively transient. In the long run, other factors, such as neofunctionalization, EAC, and/or subfunctionalization, subsequently drive divergence in regulatory interactions between duplicate TFs.

4. Roles of TFs in plant novelties and domestication

4.1. Contribution to plant diversity

The expansion of TF families in plants is correlated with increasing complexity and is suggested to be an important mechanism for generating diversity [70,236]. There is a large body of literature discussing the contribution of plant TFs to the evolution of novel traits. Here the goal is to provide few of the most well-established and recent examples, and a number of excellent studies are unfortunately omitted due to space limitations. One of the best known examples of the role of TF expansion in generating evolutionary novelty is the link between MADS-box TF expansion and the diversification of flowering plants [237,238]. The development and evolution of a wide range of floral structures can be explained by the “ABCE” model where floral organs are specified by specific combinations of genes: A+E function genes determine the sepal identity; A+B+E function genes specify petals; B+C+E function genes control stamens; C+E function genes determine the carpels [29,239]. All of these floral organ identity genes except for the A function gene, APETALA2, are members of the MADS-box family [240,241]. MADS-box proteins form multimeric complexes composed of tetramers of homodimers and/or heterodimers that bind to regulatory regions of target genes [242]. The expansion of floral MADS genes by the WGD event predating the origin of angiosperms, and the subsequent diversification of both expression patterns and interaction partners, is thought to be critical to the origin and evolution of flowers [240,243,244].

4.2. Co-option of existing regulatory functions in the evolution of developmental novelties

One common theme in evolution is the recruitment of existing genes and pathways to generate novel morphologies [245,246]. For example, core networks of regulatory genes may be deeply conserved across land plants, but may be more elaborated in late diverging compared to early diverging lineages. The ROOT HAIR DEFECTIVE SIX-LIKE (RSL) genes encode bHLH TFs that regulate root hair development in A. thaliana. RSL TFs are also found in P. patens where they regulate the differentiation of chloronema cells to caulonema cells in a filamentous structure called the protonema. Both A. thaliana and P. patens RSL genes are expressed in response to auxin, but the A. thaliana RSL regulatory network is more hierarchical, suggesting that the RSL GRN has been remodeled [247]. In A. thaliana, RSL TFs positively regulate root hair development by up-regulating LOTUS JAPONICUS ROOTHAIRLESS3-LIKE3 (LRL3) in response to auxin. In P. patens LRL TFs also regulate the development of a root-like structure, the rhizoid, in response to auxin, but independently of RSL TFs. The involvement of P. patens RSL and LRL in regulating the development of structures analogous to those in vascular plants via conserved but less complicated
regulatory networks supports the idea that conserved core networks of TFs can be modified over time to increase both regulatory and organismal diversity [247,248].

Another example of a developmental regulator that has likely been co-opted to regulate novel but related pathways is LEAFY COTYLEDON1 (LEC1), a CCAAT box binding factor HAP3 subunit, that specifies embryo identity [249]. The LEC1 gene is also found in Selaginella moellendorffii where it expressed in both sexual and asexual reproductive structures, but not in moss, suggesting that LEC1 originated after the divergence of vascular and nonvascular plants but before the evolution of seed plants [250]. The expression pattern in S. moellendorffii suggests LEC1 has functions related to seed maturation [250]. In addition, the expression of LEC1-type HAP3 genes in non-seed plants is induced by drought stress [251]. Thus, it is likely that LEC1 was recruited from these ancestral developmental and stress response programs for a novel function in embryogenesis.

Interestingly, loss of LEC1 function is associated with the evolution of constitutive asexual reproduction and loss of viable seed production in the Kalanchoe or “mother of thousands” genus [252]. Plantlets are produced in the leaf margins due to the activation of embryogenesis programs and organogenesis programs involving the TF SHOOT MERISTEMLESS (STM). Mutations that result in truncations of the LEC1 protein have occurred independently in several Kalanchoe species, and this likely provides a selective advantage by preventing the initiation of dormancy programs in these plantlets [253].

Recruitment of existing developmental programs can explain the independent origin of traits, such as leaves, over the course of plant evolution [254]. Early diverging vascular plants (lycophytes, such as clubmosses) have microphylls, which are small, simple leaves with a single vascular trace, whereas the later diverging vascular plants, ferns and seed plants, have megaphylls, which are larger with a more complex vascular pattern. Evidence based on fossil records suggests that microphylls likely have a single origin, whereas megaphylls have several independent origins [255]. Despite having different structures and different origins, the formation of both microphylls and megaphylls involves a transition from an indeterminate apical growth program to a determinate lateral growth program. This transition is mediated by interactions between the Class I KNOTTED1-like homeobox (KNOX) TF, which maintains the undifferentiated state of the shoot apical meristem [256–258], and AS1/ROUGH SHEATH2/PHANTASTICA (ARP), a member of MYB TF family that negatively regulates the expression of the KNOX gene [259–264]. This KNOX-ARP interaction in leaf formation is conserved between eudicots and monocots [263,265], and gene expression and cross-species complementation experiments suggest that microphylls and megaphylls evolved via parallel recruitment of the KNOX-ARP pathway, the original function of which may have been leaf bifurcation [245,254].

Zygomorphy (bilaterally symmetric flowers), is another trait that arose independently several times during the evolution of angiosperms and is associated with pollination syndromes [266] and speciation [267]. The genetic basis of zygomorphy was first uncovered in Antirrhinum majus where four TFs control dorsoventral asymmetry. CYCLOIDEA (CYC) and DICHOTOMA (DIC) belong to the TCP family of TFs and control dorsal identity. RADIALIS (RAD) is a MYB TF and promotes ventral identity by restricting the expression of DIVARICATA (DIV), which also encodes MYB protein, to the ventral region [268]. The function of CYC-like genes in bilateral symmetry is conserved in other lineages with zygomorphic flowers, e.g., Lotus japonicus [269], pea [270], the legume Cadia [271], several species of Malpighiaceae [266] and Primulina heterotricha [272], suggesting that independent evolution of zygomorphic flowers was accomplished by parallel recruitment of a CYC-dependent developmental program [273,274].
4.3. Developmental novelties generated through diversification of TF regulatory networks

It is clear that diversification of transcriptional regulatory networks has lead to the evolution of novel developmental pathways. TFs in these pathways can diverge via changes in expression pattern and/or protein function. Simple changes in expression patterns can have a dramatic impact on development. For example, variation in leaf structure between species results from differences in leaf margin outgrowth, which is driven by species-specific TF expression patterns [62]. A common mechanism for regulating outgrowth in compound leaves is reactivation of KNOX gene expression during leaf development. The temporal/spatial pattern of KNOX can give rise to many different leaf forms [245]. For example, the simple leaf of A. thaliana is due to exclusion of KNOX from the leaves, whereas in the closely related species Cardamine hirsuta, different KNOX regulation patterns result in the formation of a compound leaf [275]. KNOX function in compound leaf formation is conserved in some other species such as tomato [276], and Medicago truncatula [277]. KNOX function also appears to be conserved in moss and the fern Ceratopteris richardii. In these species KNOX genes are expressed in the sporophyte, and when over-expressed in A. thaliana, the resulting phenotypes resemble those of KNOX overexpression [278,279].

Differences in fruit development have arisen through variation in expression pattern and/or functions of AGAMOUS-like MADS-box TFs and their interactors [280]. For example, in Medicago, small changes in the coding sequence of the MADS-box TF, SHATTERPROOF, lead to a change in protein interactions. This change is correlated with a novel fruit morphology and seed dispersal strategy [281]. FRUITFULL (FUL) was identified in A. thaliana as a regulator of cell differentiation during fruit and leaf development [282]. FUL and its paralog APETALA1 (API) are derived from a duplication event that is correlated with the origin of the core eudicots [283]. Whereas the pre-duplication FUL genes in Aquilegia are involved in leaf morphogenesis [284], the API and FUL duplicates have diverged in function with API specifying sepals and petals and FUL regulating cauline leaf and fruit development [285]. In the case of AtAPI and AtFUL, divergence is due to both changes in expression pattern and protein sequence [285]. In soybean, a recent change in the spatiotemporal expression of the API/FUL ortholog Dt2 underlies a change in meristem determinacy. Dt2 represses the expression of the ortholog of TERMINAL FLOWER1, Dt1, in the meristem. This disrupts the function of Dt1 in specifying indeterminate growth in the meristem and leads to the semi-determinate growth pattern seen in soybean [286].

4.4. TFs and physiological innovations

The transition of plants from water to land required not only the evolution of developmental novelties, but also physiological innovations, such as the production of novel metabolites. The timing of the transition to land is correlated with the expansion of several TF families including Myb, bZIP, and bHLH as well as plant-specific TF families such as Dof, NAC, AP2, and WRKY [287], highlighting their potential importance in the adaptation of plants to non-aquatic environments. One physiological innovation considered crucial to the evolution of land plants is the biosynthesis of lignin, a polymer that provides stiffness, which allowed plants to stand upright on land [288]. The xylem cells in the vasculature have thick, rigid secondary cell walls, of which lignin is a major component. Members of a subfamily of NAC domain TFs, VND/NST/SND (VNS), are components of the regulatory network regulating secondary cell wall formation [289]. Consistent with the importance of this family in the evolution of secondary walls and plant adaptation to land, VNS genes are found in non-vascular plants where they are involved in water-conducting cell formation [290], and the VNS family has expanded and diversified in vascular plants, acquiring cell-type specific
functions [289]. VNS genes act as master regulators of secondary cell wall formation. Targets of VNS TFs include the secondary regulators, MYB46 and MYB83, which in turn activate additional MYB TFs to more specifically regulate the synthesis of secondary cell wall components, such as lignin biosynthesis [289]. Proteins related to MYB46 have been identified in several vascular plants, suggesting that this regulatory network is conserved, and, given the large number of MYB genes in plants, has diversified [289].

Another primary metabolic pathway that has evolved independently in plants is fatty acid metabolism. Although both plants and animals produce lipids for energy storage, signaling, and membrane biogenesis, fatty acid metabolism in plants is distinct from animals and fungi. For example, fatty acid biosynthesis occurs in the chloroplasts instead of the cytosol, and the fatty acid synthase in plants is more similar to the *E. coli* enzyme [291]. Plant-specific TFs are important regulators of lipid biosynthesis. Overexpression of *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* Dof leads to an increase in lipids [71]). Similarly, overexpression of soybean Dof4 and Dof11 in *A. thaliana* leads to increased fatty acids as well as total lipids in seeds [292]. The AP2 domain TF, WRINKLED1 (WRI1), is a central regulator of fatty acid synthesis in *A. thaliana* [293], *Brassica napus* [294], maize [295,296], and oil palm [297]. WRI1 functions in the seed to activate fatty acid biosynthesis for triacylglycerol production, but along with the related TFs, WRI3 and WRI4, targets different enzymes in floral organs to regulate cutin biosynthesis [298]. Based on expression patterns, the WRI1, WRI2 and WRI3 orthologs in the basal angiosperm *Persea americana* (avocado) also appear to function in fatty acid biosynthesis, indicating a role for WRI genes in lipid metabolism prior to the divergence of monocots from dicots [299].

In addition to primary metabolites, plants synthesize a variety of compounds that are important for defense against herbivores and pathogens as well as for attracting symbionts [300]. There are estimated to be 200,000 specialized metabolites; however, this number may be an underestimate [300]. Glucosinolates, which are important in plant defense, are among the most extensively studied specialized metabolites [301]. Based on the presence/absence of biosynthetic enzymes, papaya only has the capability to produce aromatic glucosinolates [302], but a butterfly-plant arms race lead to the diversification of glucosinolates in the Brassicaceae [303]. Several studies have identified MYB TFs as important regulators of glucosinolate biosynthesis [304–307]. In *A. thaliana*, the closely related MYB115 and MYB118 TFs, contributed to the evolution of a novel benzoyloxy glucosinolate pathway [308]. The fact that benzoyloxy glucosinolates are found in *A. thaliana* but not close relatives suggests that this pathway is newly arisen and that the TFs that regulate this pathway might also be specific to *A. thaliana*. However, MYB115 and MYB118 are conserved and were previously known to regulate embryogenesis, indicating that the regulation of novel genes by conserved TFs can lead to evolutionary novelty [308].

The regulation of the timing of life history traits such as germination and reproduction based on environmental cues such as temperature and day length is another physiological trait regulated by TFs that has been important in plant adaptation. For example, FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC), a MADS-box TF, is a central regulator of flowering time and prevents early flowering by repressing floral identity genes. An extended cold treatment is required to reduce FLC levels, ensuring that plants overwinter before flowering [309]. *FLC* arose before the divergence of monocots and dicots [310] and also contributes to natural variation in flowering time [311,312] and seed germination [313] in *A. thaliana*. Another important regulator of flowering, CONSTANS (CO), triggers flowering in response to photoperiod [314]. Recent changes in the cis-regulatory sequence of *CO* also contribute to natural variation among *A. thaliana* accessions [315]. The role of CO as a photoperiodic regulator of flowering evolved in the Brassicaceae after tandem duplication and likely contributed to range expansion [316].
CO-like genes with similar expression patterns and photoperiodic functions are found in potato, rice, and barley, but these functions likely evolved independently [316].

4.5. TFs and plant stress tolerance

TFs play a central role in the response to biotic stresses, such as insects and pathogens, and to abiotic stresses, such as drought, soil salinity, and extreme temperatures, that adversely affect plant growth and development [32]. TFs involved in stress response tend to belong to ancient families and also have lower binding specificity than TFs involved in development [133]. One of the main TF families involved in stress response is the APETALA2/ethylene-responsive element binding factor (AP2/ERF) family [56], which has just 14 genes in C. reinhardtii but over 100 in dicots and monocots [317]. Of the two main groups within this family, ERF and AP2, the ERF group has undergone the most expansion in both monocots and dicots and is implicated in both biotic and abiotic stress responses [318,319]. The ERF group can be further divided into the ERF and C-repeat binding factor (CBF)/dehydration responsive element binding protein (DREB) subfamilies based on phylogenetic relationships [223]. In both monocots and dicots, ERF genes regulate responses to both abiotic and biotic stresses, whereas DREB genes primarily regulate responses to abiotic stress [318,319], although this distinction is not absolute [320]. Diversification of the ERF and DREB subfamilies occurred prior to the monocot-dicot split and may have contributed to the evolution of adaptive environmental responses [319,321].

Both ERF and DREB genes have contributed to the evolution of stress tolerance. The ERF gene Sub1A allows rice plants to survive hypoxia during flooding by inhibiting gibberellin-mediated elongation and carbon consumption [322,323]. The Sub1A-1 allele is found only in submergence-tolerant rice cultivars and can confer submergence tolerance to intolerant cultivars indicating that it is a major determinant of submergence tolerance in rice [323]. Three DREB TFs, CBF1, CBF2, and CBF3, regulate cold responsive gene expression and have an important role in cold tolerance in A. thaliana [324]. Loss of CBF2 expression likely causes the low freezing tolerance of the A. thaliana Cvi accession [325]. CBF2 also maps to QTL for fitness [326] and freezing tolerance [327] in a recombinant inbred line population developed from locally adapted Swedish and Italian A. thaliana ecotypes. Less cold-responsive gene expression and lower cold tolerance in the Italian ecotype is due to a non-functional CBF2 protein, providing evidence that CBF2 has been important for local adaptation of A. thaliana [328]. Cold-responsive CBF genes have been identified in several monocot and dicot species and are candidate genes for cold tolerance QTL in wheat [329] and barley [330], suggesting that CBF function is conserved across flowering plants [56].

4.6. Contribution of TFs to crop domestication

Similar to what has been observed for morphological evolution, targets of artificial selection during domestication tend to be transcriptional regulators [331,332]. In addition, TFs that occupy nodal positions in regulatory pathways (i.e. control downstream gene regulation in response to upstream signals) may be more likely to be targets of convergent evolution [333]. The teosinte branched1 (tb1) locus in maize is a striking example of how a change in a single TF can have a large effect on a domestication trait. Compared to teosinte, maize has several improved morphological traits contributing to higher yield and suitability for human diet, such as an increase in apical dominance and naked grains. Tb1, a member of TCP transcription factor family with homology to the CYC gene of A. majus, represses the growth of axillary organs and promotes the formation of female
inflorescences in maize [334]. The higher expression level of Tb1 in maize is due to the upstream insertion of a \textit{Hopscotch} transposable element, which serves as an enhancer [335]. There is evidence that tb1 may also have been targeted during artificial selection of pearl millet [336]. Another TF that was targeted during the selection for more accessible grain during maize domestication was the \textit{teosinte glume architecture1} (\textit{tga1}) locus. \textit{Tga1} encodes a SBP-box transcriptional regulator and is largely responsible for the exposed grain phenotype in maize [337,338]. In teosinte, \textit{tga1} promotes longer inflorescence internodes, shorter racillae, and longer, thicker and hard glumes [339]. A single fixed nucleotide difference that results in a Lys-to-Asn substitution between teosinte and maize, transforms maize \textit{tga1} into a transcriptional repressor and likely underlies the origin of naked kernels [337].

The transcriptional regulation of grain shattering is another common target of artificial selection. In rice, a single amino acid substitution in the MYB3 DBD of \textit{Shattering4} dramatically reduces shattering, but does not eliminate it [340]. The \textit{qSH1} gene, which encodes a BEL1-type homeobox TF, also regulates seed shattering in rice. A single nucleotide polymorphism in the promoter of \textit{qSH1} eliminates its expression in the abscission zone, leading to the loss of an abscission zone and therefore loss of shattering [341]. In sorghum, seed shattering is controlled by a single gene, \textit{Shattering1} (\textit{Sh1}), which encodes a YABBY TF. Loss of shattering was selected independently three different times during sorghum domestication through mutations in the regulatory and coding regions of \textit{Sh1}. Interestingly, the \textit{Sh1} orthologs in maize and rice were also under parallel selection during domestication [113]. These examples illustrate the important role of TFs in crop domestication and show that simple changes in the coding sequence and regulatory regions of TFs can have a dramatic impact on plant morphology.

5. Future perspectives

TFs are among the best studied groups of genes in plants, and there is extensive literature detailing their loss- and gain-of-function phenotypes, biochemical interactions with proteins and DNA, patterns of expression, phylogenetic relationships, and evolutionary properties. The accumulation of plant genome sequences, experimental data for individual TFs, and functional genomic data provides a tremendous opportunity to integrate comparative and functional information to better our understanding of the evolutionary processes underlying the diversity of plant TFs. There are a number of outstanding questions. When were extant TF duplicates established, and how long have they have persisted? Although the expansion history of individual TF families over the course of land plant evolution has been examined, there has yet to be a global study of all TF families to summarize the timing and the degree of TF family expansion as a whole. In addition, we need a better understanding of the roles of TFs in multiple species so that functional information can be superimposed with phylogenetic relationships to have a better idea of when plant innovations were established and what the ancestral functions of ancient TFs were. This will not only provide key information on the origin of novel traits, but will also be important for using evolutionary relationships across species to infer TF functions.

One of the most intriguing features of plant TFs is their elevated retention rate post WGD, and several mechanisms (e.g. neofunctionalization, subfunctionalization, EAC, gene balance) have been proposed to explain retention. Although multiple lines of evidence have implicated the involvement of one or more of these mechanisms, we do not have a good quantitative understanding of the contribution of each mechanism to TF retention. Because of the lack of mutant phenotypes in several apparent loss-of-function TF mutants, duplicate TFs, like many other plant duplicates, are
frequently regarded as redundant. However, duplicates with purely redundant functions are not expected to survive in the long run. Thus, a major question is whether the surviving duplicate TFs are still present because there has not been enough time for the accumulation of disabling mutations or because they are under selection. Related to this, it remains unresolved in most cases whether the selective force driving TF duplicate retention is adaptive (e.g. neo-functionalization) or not (e.g. subfunctionalization).

Based on our current knowledge, duplicate TFs have fundamental roles in plant evolution. Multiple lines of evidence linking novel plant traits to TF duplicates suggest that these TFs must have neofunctionalized repeatedly over the course of land plant evolution. However, given that many plant innovations took place tens to hundreds of million years ago, the exact evolutionary paths leading to these novelties are difficult to trace. Thus, to pin down the selective forces driving TF retention and to determine how retained TF duplicates contribute to plant novelties, it is of interest to study relatively recently evolved traits that are polymorphic among plants in both the laboratory and the field. Integrated research programs that combine molecular genetics and biochemistry with a strong ecological and evolutionary perspective will be crucial.
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Figure legend

**Figure 1: Regulation of transcription initiation.** Transcription initiation begins with the binding of RNA polymerase, a process that requires general transcription factors and, for most genes, specific DNA-binding transcription factors (referred to as TF in this review) that bind upstream of the transcriptional start site and interact with the RNA Polymerase complex either directly or indirectly via transcriptional co-regulators. TFs can also regulate DNA accessibility by recruiting chromatin remodeling complexes that modify chromatin structure by repositioning nucleosomes and changing histone composition. Chromatin structure is also influenced by post translational modifications of histones.

**Figure 2: Average size of each TF domain family in major eukaryotic lineages.** The dataset was downloaded from the Pfam database [72], and TF domain family designations are based three plant TF databases [46–48] and a comparative study [44]. In each cell, the average number of genes containing each TF domain family is shown for each major lineage. Color scale: average number of genes. Numbers greater than 20 are treated as 20. Grey: no gene with the domain in question. The phylogenetic tree of organisms is summarized from multiple studies [128,342–345].

**Figure 3: Distribution and sizes of TF domain families in plant species.** (A) The number of genes containing a particular DBD in a plant species. All protein sequences from each species were obtained from Phytozome v.11 and searched against v.30 profile HMMs from Pfam [72], using HMMER v. 3.1 [346] with the “Trusted Cutoff” values as threshold. Additional HMMs for 10 documented plant TF families not available from Pfam were obtained from [70] with an E-value threshold of 1e-4. Color scale: number of genes. Numbers greater than 100 are treated as 100. Grey: no gene with the domain in question. (B) TF content in a plant genome as the percentage of total genes. (C) TF content in a
plant genome as the number of annotated TF genes. (D) Relationships between plant species examined based on multiple studies [347–350] with paleopolyploidization events indicated. Arrowheads indicate the paleopolyploidization event excluded from correlation analysis discussed in section 3.1.

**Figure 4:** The fate of duplicated TFs. (A) Following a duplication event, duplicate TFs can return to a single copy state through pseudogenization/gene loss. (B) The duplicates can also be retained by neofunctionalization, where one or both TFs obtain a novel functions not present in the ancestor (e.g. a new binding target). (C) Retention due to escape from adaptive conflict. When a TF is not duplicated, improvement of one sub-function conflicts with another sub-function (e.g. increasing binding affinity to one gene at the cost of reduced affinity to another). Once duplicated, improvement of either sub-function is feasible in different copies. (D) Subfunctionalization, where the differential loss of subfunctions in each TF requires the retention of both copies to carry out the full set of ancestral subfunctions; (E) Gene balance, when TFs form heteromeric complexes, both TF duplicates are required to maintain the stoichiometry. If one copy is lost, the stoichiometric balance is disturbed and thus maladaptive.
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Fig. 1
Highlights

- DNA-binding transcription factor (TF) families are compared between eukaryotes.
- Factors contributing to plant TF family expansion are discussed.
- Examples of how plant TFs contribute to evolutionary novelty are provided.